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 Printed Silk Butterfly Wings 
Tutorial by Deb Wood 

2009 
Wing Pattern Design by 
OOAK Artist Emporium 

Diagram 1.  Print your images on silk sheets meant for use in an inkjet printer.  You will need two sets 
for this design and they need to be a mirror image.   

Diagrams 2 - 3.  Using a 24ga wire, cut the wires to match the veining pattern on the wings.  Use a 
heavier gauge wire for the main frame wire that will attach the wings to the fairy�s back.   

Diagram 4. Once all the wires are cut, set them 
off to the side, keeping track of the order. 
 
Peel the silk fabric off from the paper backing.   
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 Diagram 5.  Using a good glue, like Sobo, GemTac or other strong flexible glue, place the wires in position on 
the back side of the wing print.  The back side is lighter in color.   
 
Add longer wires to the lower segments so they can be attached to the upper wings later. 

 
 
Diagram 6. Let the glue dry.  Then cut pieces of fusible web-
bing, like Wonder Under to fit the wings.  
(see diagrams 7-8) 
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Diagram 9.  Close up of webbing. 

Diagram 10 - 11.  Line up the designs as close as possible.  A quick touch of the iron will hold the silks 
together.  Lay inside of a press cloth and press according to the manufacturer�s instructions for the web-
bing (Diagram 12). 
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Diagram 13 - 14.  Let cool.  Using a soldering iron, melt the fabric along the design pattern to seal the 
edges of the wings.  Continue until the wings are fully cut out and sealed.    

Diagram 15.  Place a dot of glue on the main wire and wrap the fine wire from the lower section around it. 
 
Diagram 16.  Spray wings with lacquer spray and lightly dust with glitter (optional).  Shape wings as de-
sired.  
 
Each wing will look identical front to back, just as in nature.  Have fun! 


